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performance with
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body percussion in
Koetaradja around
1900.
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In this essay I link an important genre of
Aceh’s performing arts to the broad social
movement known as dakwah, meaning the
early outreach and conversion to Islam and
the continuing call to believers to deepen their
faith and piety.1 I argue that the origin and
development of the sitting (duek) song-dances
(performed in the prostrated sitting position
of Muslim prayer) were motivated by dakwah
and fostered by the tarèkat (Sufi brotherhoods)
and the Sufi movement generally. Songdances performed in the prostrated sitting
(duek actually kneeling) position (fig. 1) are
distinguished from song-dances in standing
(dong) position. To identify the possible origins
and development of the sitting song-dance
genre, it is necessary to examine discussion of
the liturgy and the arts by Acehnese artists,
researchers and religious leaders, and to look
at the history of dakwah in Aceh, focusing
on a few of the Arab, Persian, Indian and
Acehnese saints who contributed to the early
development of Islam there.
In their discourse about Acehnese music,
dance and religious belief, three teams of
Acehnese researchers and artists in the 1980s
and 1990s2 distinguished between two aliran
(Indonesian), or ‘streams’ [of thought about the
past]: the pre-Islamic (yoh golom Islam) and the
Islamic stream (aliran Islam) or era (masa Islam).
Isjkarim and his co-authors wrote about the
‘aliran of spirit veneration’ linked to the ‘Hindu
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culture brought to Aceh by Indian traders and
migrants’, and the second aliran that developed
‘when the Acehnese people were convinced
that they should accept the teachings of Islam’,
beginning around the thirteenth century
and becoming widespread after the sixteenth
century.3 They identify some standing dances,
for example seudati, as having originated in the
pre-Islamic stream, while genres with religious
texts such as the sitting dance ratéb meuseukat
may have originated in the Middle East and
been introduced in Aceh by traders from
the Arabian Peninsula, Turkey, or elsewhere
during the era of the Acehnese kingdoms
(masa kerajaan). Yet meuseukat’s group body
percussion (described below, fig. 2) is much more
complex than the simple clapping or finger
snapping in comparable Middle Eastern forms.
From the 1980s, artistic genres using song
lyrics on Muslim themes have been described
approvingly as kesenian Islami (‘Islamic arts’),
while those more closely linked with Aceh’s
syncretic animist and Hindu-Buddhist past
are described either as sumbang (‘wrong,
off-track’) or, if Muslim phrases are added at
the beginning and at various points during
performances, as being acceptable forms of
‘art with an Islamic flavour’ (kesenian yang
bernafaskan Islam). Thus, Isjkarim and his
team of ‘traditionalist’ Muslim authors express
a preference for arts of the Islamic stream,
dismissing the pre-Islamic stream as being too

mistik (‘mystical’), citing as an example the
ulak (‘water ﬂowing backwards dance’) genre,
danced after a shaman makes oﬀerings to the
spirits. Yet these same authors express approval
of the ula-ula lembing (‘weaving snake’) dance,

be performed without their local,
unorthodox components.5 The traditionalists
tend to enjoy not only ‘Islamic arts’ but also
‘arts with a Muslim ﬂavour’, ‘mystical’ arts,

OPINIONS ABOU T THE ARTS VARY WIDELY A MONG ACEHNESE RELIGIOUS THINKER S,
WHO DIVIDE BROADLY INTO THE ‘MODERNISTS’ AND THE ‘ TR ADITIONALISTS’.

despite its clear pre-Islamic origins, noting that
phrases such as La Ila La Ilallah (‘There is no
God but God’), Alhamdulillah pujoe keu tuhan
(‘Praise be to Allah’) and Assalamualaikum
(‘Peace be with you’) are normally added in
performances. They also describe and have lent
support to the secular arts, including kreasi
baru (‘new creations’) based on traditional or
popular music and dance styles, such as the tari
Arab (‘Arab dance’). 4
Opinions about the arts vary widely among
Acehnese religious thinkers, who divide broadly
into the ‘modernists’ and the ‘traditionalists’.
Although both groups are ﬁercely proud of
Aceh’s Muslim identity, the modernists adhere
to a literal interpretation of scripture, approve
only the ‘Islamic arts’, and prefer that rituals

and secular performing arts, and ﬁnd ways
to resolve the religious ambiguities while
maintaining local religious ideas and artistic
genres and their variants.
Though the precise details of the methods
of Muslim proselytising have been lost over
time, many Acehnese artists and writers
hold that adherence to Islam initially spread
throughout Aceh by way of travelling and
resident religious leaders who not only gave
sermons, taught people how to pray and drilled
them in the recitation of the Qur’an, but also
promoted the growth of the Suﬁ brotherhoods
(Acehnese tarèkat, Arabic tariqa) and thereby
introduced the physical and mental devotional
exercises or chants (ratéb, diké [Arabic dhikr],
liké) 6 to inculcate aspects of the liturgy among
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(above)
Fig. 2 A variant of
the galombang
routine in which
a row of dancers
alternately kneel
down on their heels
then up with arms
outstretched to
create wave-like
rotating movements.
Performed at
the Bupati’s Arts
and Tourism
performance in
Meulaboh on
7 March 2007.
PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY
OF IWAN AMIR.

believers. Local religious teachers across Aceh
then passed on the Qur’an reading and related
liturgical skills from generation to generation,
especially in the dayah (Muslim boarding
schools, ﬁg. 3). All the Suﬁ brotherhoods valued
good conduct, tended to prescribe how their
devotees should pray and perform the liturgy,
and aimed to cultivate the soul’s relationship
with the divine through singing and framedrum playing, the only musical instrument
which the Prophet is said to have approved.
Aceh’s most important standing dance—
seudati7 —and the Muslim and non-Muslim
epic (hikayat, haba dang deuria) singing, both
of which normally include partly improvised
vocal lyrics, may also have been used long ago
to spread the Muslim message, but Acehnese
writers regard those genres as having preIslamic origins and associations. 8 Present-day
modernist ulama do not approve of these
art forms, even if they are performed in a

The devotees, whether traditionalist
or modernist, say they do not regard their
performances of diké as ‘art’ because their aim
is to achieve mystical union, not the worldly
pleasure which art can bring. Yet it is not
difficult to believe that such diké performances
were the source of inspiration for artists who
developed the sitting song-dance art forms,
whether with religious or secular lyrics. As
in the seudati dance, the lead vocalist (aneuk
syahé, lit., ‘child of poetry’) and the row of
singer-dancers (rakan) in the religious ratéb
duek (‘sitting liturgy’) sing Islamic lyrics. In
the secular genre known as ratôh duek (‘sitting
chattering’) or saman (in parts of western Aceh),
the lead vocalist and the row of performers sing
mainly secular texts, about nature, love, and
daily life (ﬁg. 4).11
In the very popular ‘extra’ (éstra or lanie)
section of a secular ratôh duek performance,
the lead singers delight—to this day—in

ACEH IS RICH IN MUSLIM LIT URGICAL PR ACTICES, A S WELL A S IN PERFOR MING-ART
GENRES THAT ARGUABLY DEVELOPED FROM THOSE PR ACTICES.

building with separate seating areas for men
and women.9 The gender-segregated dances
performed in the prostrated sitting position of
Islamic prayer, on the other hand, have a special
claim to dakwah origin and status.
Aceh is rich in Muslim liturgical practices, as
well as in performing-art genres that arguably
developed from those practices. Over at least
the past century, and presumably much earlier,
members of Suﬁ brotherhoods in the villages
have assembled in the meunasah (communal
men’s house) or the village head’s home on
Thursdays after ’isya prayers to sing religious
lyrics (ratéb, diké, liké) well into the night, as
well as on religious holidays and at weddings,
circumcisions and funerals. Such devotees
took up the ‘half-sitting, half-kneeling position
assumed by a Moslem worshipper after a
prostration in the performance of ritual prayers
(sembahyang)’. Snouck Hurgronje also mentions
that women had a ratéb saman of their own,
probably performed both as female group prayer
and as an artistic performance for a female
audience at celebrations, though today, according
to my ﬁeld experience, only the latter occurs.10
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improvising song lyrics that deal with political
issues, nature and the sea, and make ribald
sexual references. Sometimes they include
quizzes, in sung question-and-response form,
about the history and doctrines of Islam, which
serve to educate performers and audiences
about their faith. Thus, the more broad-minded
ulama see the éstra as potential contributions
to continuing dakwah, but they approve of this
only if men and women perform separately
to separated male and female audiences, and
inside a building rather than in the open air.12
Male and female groups perform ratôh duek
separately, though both sing secular texts about
romantic love, sailing, work, farming, religion
and other aspects of daily life.
Both the religious and the secular genres
have been performed in Aceh from at least as
early as the 1890s, and probably much earlier
than that, given the time it normally takes
for such art forms to develop and consolidate
as traditional practice.13 Performances of the
liturgical ratéb duek continue today to promote
dakwah as a pious way to maintain the faith,
while the secular ratôh duek performances

are also peripherally related to dakwah
through their frequent addition of religious
phrases, such as seulaweut salam akan saidina
(‘Salutations to our Lord’).14
To answer more fully the question about
how Aceh’s sitting song-dances may have
originated and become established, it is
necessary to take a brief look at the legends
and history of dakwah, focusing on a few of
the many Arab and Acehnese saints recognised
as having contributed to the development and
growth of Acehnese Islam.
The earliest Muslim writers in Southeast
Asia known by name lived in Aceh in the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. They
include Hamzah Fansuri, Syamsuddin of
Pasai, Nuruddin ar-Raniri and ‘Abdurra’uf of
Singkel, with the ﬁrst and last relevant to the
present topic. The body of discourse about
the Acehnese liturgy holds that these early
writers, other foreign Muslim leaders or traders,
and returning Acehnese pilgrims brought the
prototypical liturgical exercises to Aceh from
the Arabian Peninsula, and that the exercises
developed and spread throughout Aceh via the
expansion of the Naqsyabandiyah, Rifa’iyah,
Qadiriyah, Shattariyah and Sammāniyah
brotherhoods, each associated with speciﬁc diké
practices. ‘Abdurra’uf of Singkel, for example, is
known as a theologian who ‘promoted certain
ideas and spiritual exercises associated with

Suﬁsm’.15 Indeed, he is revered, under his
popular names of Teungku di Kuala or Syiah
Kuala (‘saint of the river mouth’, where his
grave is believed to be located), as the saint who
brought Islam to Aceh.
From as early as the late sixteenth century,
and still today, members of the brotherhoods
in Aceh have followed the ilmu tasawwuf (‘body
of Suﬁ knowledge’) taught to them by the great
mystical Arab, Persian, Indian and Acehnese
saints. The sixteenth-century Acehnese poet
Hamzah Fansuri, who wrote magniﬁcent
poetry and prose tracts imbued with Suﬁ
mysticism, was ‘received into the Qadiriyah
fraternity’ in Baghdad, the town of the famous
saint ‘Abdul Qadir al-Jilani, as mentioned in
Fansuri’s Poem XXI.16
To this day, the solo vocalist (aneuk syahé)
who leads the singing in the main religious
sitting dances—the ratéb duek (‘sitting
liturgy’)—performs lyrics based on the
tasawwuf which promote the doctrine of the
unity of being (wahdat al-wujud, or wujudiyah).
The body-percussion episodes between or
accompanying the episodes of group singing
are also believed to be Muslim-inspired, as
constituting a uniquely Acehnese response
to the tasawwuf, and therefore seen as a
contribution to dakwah.
Another kind of religious exercise that
featured body percussion was introduced
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(above)
Fig. 3 An Acehnese
teacher of Qur’an
recitation with his
pupils in an Islamic
boarding school.
PHOTOGRAPH: SNOUCK
HURGRONJE, II: 2.

(above)
Fig. 4 An aneuk
syahé (lead singer)
and part of a row of
singer-dancers in a
ratôh duek dance
performance in
Meulaboh, 1982.
PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY
OF H. KARTOMI.

by Acehnese followers of the seventeenthcentury Arab mystic Muhammad Sammān,
whose teachings resulted in the creation of the
Sammāniyah brotherhood at Medina in the
ﬁrst half of the eighteenth century. Sammān
composed the words and laid down the rules
of the body movements and accompanying
postures of this form of ratéb. After members
of the Acehnese Suﬁ brotherhoods had become
adept performers of the communal liturgy
(liké), some artists among them apparently
developed the religious sitting dance (ratéb
duek), with participants kneeling close together
in rows or circles as they sang diké while
swaying from side to side and performing
simple body percussion. As Snouck Hurgronje
wrote, young devotees usually practised their
religious exercises while sitting close together
in a row or circle, either in a meunasah (male
meeting house and prayer house) or in a village
madrasah (male or female boarding school run
by one or more ulama; ﬁg. 3). He also wrote that
men of all ages practised the ratéb separately in
their homes and in the meunasah.17
Sammāniyah was the ﬁrst Suﬁ brotherhood in
Southeast Asia to attract a mass following, which
expanded from the eighteenth century.18 It
inﬂuenced the development and spread of saman
dances throughout western Aceh and Gayo.19
The intoning of repetitive texts, rhythmic
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movements, and body percussion helped
transport male devotees into a state of religious
ecstasy through perceived union with Allah via
the tasawwuf, as in Suﬁ practice the world over.
Unlike other mystic teachers, who liked quiet and
restraint for the performance of their diké, Syéh
Sammān held that loudness and motion ‘were
powerful agents for producing the desired state
of mystic transport’.20 To this day, the loudness
and motion of saman or ratéb duek performances
build up to a series of furiously fast, loud
climaxes, with each episode coming to a sudden
end. Unlike the religious exercises, the artistic
saman genres focus mainly on remembered or
improvised secular texts and include solo and
group vocal episodes (often reaching those very
fast tempos at climaxes), which feature episodes
of virtuosic body percussion.
By the eighteenth century, returned pilgrims
from Mecca and Medina had also further
popularised the Shattariyah brotherhood.
The Rifa’iyah and Qadiriyah brotherhoods
had already spread to various parts of Aceh. In
the early twenty-ﬁrst century, the Qadiriyah,
Rifa’iyah, and Shattariyah brotherhoods are
still alive, though less formally organised than
they were mid-century.
In many parts of western Aceh, the main
ratéb duek-type genre is called ratéb meuseukat.
In its secular form (with mainly secular lyrics) it

is simply called meuseukat, or occasionally ratôh
duek. A highlight of the body movement routines
in this and similar genres is the galombang
(‘wave’) (shown above in ﬁgure 2), in which a
row of dancers alternately kneel down on their
heels then up with arms outstretched to create
wavelike rotating movements, after which they
may clap their own and then their neighbours’
hands, or perform other body percussion
routines continuously for a period of time.
Meanwhile, the lead vocalist (aneuk syahé)
and his or her assistant stand on one side and
sing preconceived and improvised lyrics, to
which the rakan row responds in chorus, and
the soloists and the row continue to alternate
in this way for as long as the lead singer or
dance leader (syéh) decides. Performers in the
row accompany the vocal music with their
own body percussion, producing patterns of
rhythmic-timbral sound by hand clapping,
ﬁnger snapping, ﬂoor beating, thigh beating,
shoulder beating and chest beating.
Evidence from my elderly informants
suggests that in the late nineteenth century
it was the women who were responsible
for developing and teaching the western
Acehnese ratéb meuseukat genre with bodypercussion accompaniment, partly as a form
of continuing dakwah and partly for the
community’s enjoyment at celebrations. In
many areas during the Darul Islam rebellion
of the 1950s, ratéb meuseukat, like most
other arts, was rarely performed. However,
a remarkable choreographer, Ibu Cut Asiah,
revived and re-choreographed the traditional
meuseukat dance for the Bupati’s troupe of
artists in Meulaboh during the 1960s, after
which many female groups began to rehearse
and perform it in various versions. From the
1970s, opportunities arose for participating in
provincial competitions and international misi
kesenian (performing arts missions), and some
groups of men who had learned from women
how to perform ratéb meuseukat embarked on
provincial, national and international tours,
appropriating the form. Meanwhile, some
young female sanggar (dance schools and
performing groups) in certain villages became
interested in the new choreographies, and
they gave more performances. From the 1970s,
when the New Order government directed civil

servants and children to perform political song
texts with more virtuosic choreographies, it
became mandatory for meuseukat, ratôh duek
and other troupes to sing propaganda texts in
their performances during election campaigns,
at official ceremonies, and on the local and
national media.
The precise origin of the Acehnese sitting
genres with body percussion may never be
known. It is probable that they developed as
indigenous expressions based on the practice
of Suﬁ group prayer, which sometimes leads
to simple swaying and body percussion, in or
before the early eighteenth century, when the
Sammāniyah brotherhood began to extend its
inﬂuence, given its successful propagation of the
ratéb and associated ratôh duek saman forms to
this day. The theory of an indigenous Acehnese
origin of art forms based on the ratéb gained
credence in 2004 when ethnomusicologist Iwan
Amir visited some male and female religious
schools and found that students sitting or
kneeling in a row are taught melodically to
chant the ‘ninety-nine characteristics of Allah’
(sifeut), the praises of the Prophet (angguk
rabbani), the declaration of faith, the religious
laws (rukon), and the book of supplications
(Dala’il Khairat). As they chant the religious
songs, they sometimes sway and occasionally
clap rhythmically, unlike in solo Qur’anic
recitation (beu’et Qu’ran), group Qur’anic
recitation (daroih), and individual recitation of
the liturgy aloud (wird). As Amir concludes, it is
quite likely that the ratéb song-dances derived
from the creative imagination of participants in
liturgical exercises while rhythmically swaying
their bodies and clapping.21
From the 1980s, some official and
commercially sponsored teams of artists found
new ways of creating secular song-dances
‘with an Islamic ﬂavour’. For example, the tari
Arab (‘Arab dance’) is choreographed for mixed
couples wearing Arab-inﬂuenced costumes who
perform Malay couples-style dancing (joget)
with simple body percussion and a pop-Arabsounding vocal melody, accompanied by a
gambus (plucked lute of Arab origin) and popband instruments. The dance was developed
by the governor’s art troupe in Banda Aceh
in 2002 and was performed in Lhokseumawe
at its traditional performing arts festival in
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2003. Some artists complain, however, that the
body-percussion sounds are drowned out by
the loud pop-band accompaniment, and most
religious leaders disapprove of the dance on
moral and religious grounds, mainly because
of the mixed-gender couples dancing on stage.
Certainly tari Arab has little direct connection
to dakwah.
CONCLUSION

Research to date suggests that the distinctive
artistic styles and qualities of the sitting songdances were developed by local genius in Aceh,
not by direct import from Arabia or India,
though the basic idea of reaching divine union
through these devotional forms was originally
introduced by Acehnese religious leaders
who had studied with the saints in the holy
land, other seats of Islamic learning, or Aceh
itself. According to the body of discourse by
Acehnese artists, art researchers, and religious
thinkers on the performing arts, the male and
female sitting song-dance genres with religious
or secular texts were originally developed
from unaccompanied liturgical exercises
(diké) performed in the prostrated position
assumed by worshippers at ritual prayer, with
the devotees sometimes swaying their bodies
and clapping rhythmically as prototypes of
body percussion. Groups of individuals were
motivated over time to practise the religious
and secular art forms as part of celebrations
of rites of passage and on religious holidays,
as well as beneﬁting personally and socially
from such creative expression and pursuits.
The sitting dances, performed in all-male or
all-female groups, were developed as an early
form of dakwah used to convert the Acehnese
to a Suﬁ-inﬂuenced form of Shaﬁ’i Islam. The
long-term performance of the genre also served
the purposes of dakwah in its other sense, as
a continuing call to believers to deepen their
faith and piety.
In large areas of western Aceh in the late
nineteenth century, oral reports suggest that
female groups were the exclusive performers of
the ratéb meuseukat and ratôh meuseukat, and
this probably remained so until the 1970s, when
some male groups appropriated the form for
touring and other performance opportunities.
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Yet the women contend, on the basis of names
and facts, that their female forebears made a
major contribution to the creative development
of the meuseukat genre, including its complex
body-percussion component, and in the early
twenty-ﬁrst century they feel they still own it.
The largely secular ratôh duek genres were
eventually classiﬁed as ‘arts with an Islamic
ﬂavour’ in contrast to the ratéb duek genres,
categorised as ‘arts with an Islamic theme’.
Only the latter are fully accepted by modernist
Muslims, though some tolerate ‘arts with an
Islamic ﬂavour’ as long as they are performed
in a building in which the genders can be
segregated. Research by Acehnese artists
and thinkers also concludes that the bodypercussion-accompanied genres developed from
genres taught by followers of the Arab saints
Ahmed Qushāshī and Mohammad Sammān
and the Aceh-born scholar ‘Abdurra’uf.
Sammān’s approach went further than the
others in expanding the dynamic range and
intensity of body-percussion performance.
All the sitting-dance genres are characterised
by their complex solo vocal style, choral
responses and elaborate body percussion. The
body percussion in the ratéb duek and ratôh
duek genres are also seen to contribute to the
dominant Acehnese sense of identity, which
is by deﬁnition Muslim. In Aceh’s gendersegregated society, the genres with bodypercussion accompaniment, performed by
both genders separately, are associated with
an Islamic idea of femininity when performed
by female groups and an Islamic idea of
masculinity when performed by male groups.
Since the 1970s the concept of dakwah
has served as a focus of various Islamic,
nationalist and developmentalist programs
that have attracted public and official
support in urban and rural Aceh, with the
sitting-dance genres used in many of these
programs. Since the 1980s, some official and
commercially sponsored teams of artists in
the cities have found new ways of creating
dances with a Muslim ﬂavour by composing
melodies that sound Arab, accompanying them
in performance with Arab and international
pop instruments, dressing performers in
Arab-inﬂuenced costumes, and dancing in
mixed couples with simple body percussion.

Some artists criticise these ‘new creations’
on aesthetic grounds, as the sound of the
body percussion is drowned out by the popband accompaniment, while religious leaders
criticise them for their alleged irreligious
aspect. However, others regard the new dances
as acceptable as a modern development of
ancient Acehnese-Malay joget dancing, with its
particular Islamic ﬂavour. While the diﬀerences
of opinion in the discourse about the sitting
dances genres are signiﬁcant, a broad
consensus exists about their likely Suﬁ origin
and development for the purposes of dakwah,
past and present. ¶
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